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ABSTRACT
This paper presents Zidian, a middleware for key-value (KV)
stores to speed up SQL query evaluation over NoSQL. As
opposed to common practice that takes a tuple id or primary
key as key and the entire tuple as value, Zidian proposes a
block-as-a-value model BaaV. BaaV represents a relation as
keyed blocks (k, B), where k is a key of a block (a set) B of
partial tuples. We extend relational algebra to BaaV.
We show that under BaaV, Zidian substantially reduces data
access and communication cost. We provide characterizations
(sufficient and necessary conditions) for (a) result-preserving
queries, i.e., queries covered by available BaaV stores, (b)
scan-free queries, i.e., queries that can be evaluated without
scanning any table, and (c) bounded queries, i.e., queries
that can be answered by accessing a bounded amount of data.
We show that in parallel processing, Zidian guarantees (a)
no scans for scan-free queries, (b) bounded communication
cost for bounded queries; and (c) parallel scalability, i.e.,
speed up when adding processors. Moreover, Zidian can be
plugged into existing SQL-over-NoSQL systems and retains
horizontal scalability. Using benchmark and real-life data,
we empirically verify that Zidian improves existing SQL-overNoSQL systems by 2 orders of magnitude on average.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Key-value (KV) stores have found prevalent use in industry
[22, 34, 6, 18, 7, 40]. KV stores support dictionary-like data access to retrieve and store data as key-value pairs, offering horizontal scalability, fault tolerance and transparent sharding.
To support queries at scale, several SQL engines have been
developed on top of KV stores. After all, 75% of business
data is generated and stored as relations [43], and analytics
of the data is typically carried out via SQL queries. These
systems are often based on an SQL-over-NoSQL architecture
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[37], which stores data persistently in a KV-store cluster,
and answers queries in a computing cluster (as a separate
layer) in parallel [29]. This architecture has been adopted by
Google’s Spanner [20, 12], Facebook’s MyRocks [25], Hive [8]
and SparkSQL [11], among other systems.
While these systems offer the benefits of underlying KVstorage, they do not perform as well as traditional DBMS
when evaluating SQL queries, for the following reasons.
(1) Costly scan. Typically, most SQL-over-NoSQL systems
are based on a tuple-as-a-value (TaaV) model. It stores a
relation as a set of KV pairs (k, t), in which k is an internal
id or primary key of a tuple t. These KV pairs are organized in
a distributed hash table (DHT). DHT supports efficient point
access via get that given a key k, fetches the entire tuple t.
However, for most SQL queries, we do not know the keys of
relevant tuples in advance. Hence we have to “blindly” scan
a table by incurring as many get’s as the size of the table.
(2) Heavy communication load. As observed by [37], few
SQL-over-NoSQL systems are able to reduce data retrieval
by e.g., pushing selection predicates down to the storage
layer, and none can execute scans efficiently. As a result,
a large amount of data (even the entire relation) is often
retrieved from the KV storage and is processed by the computing layer. This incurs heavy communication cost for data
shuffling in parallel execution. The situation is even worse
in the common practice of denormalizing databases [32, 36],
i.e., when using wide tables or universal relations.
Can we reduce excessive data access and communication
costs, and make existing SQL-over-NoSQL systems as efficient as DBMS when it comes to answering SQL queries?
Zidian. To overcome the limitations of SQL-over-NoSQL,
we develop Zidian, a middleware for KV storage. Underlying
Zidian is a block-as-a-value model (BaaV). In contrast to
the conventional TaaV model for KV stores, BaaV represents
relations in KV stores as keyed blocks (k, B), where k is a
key of a block B of partial tuples. Under BaaV, arbitrary
attributes can be taken as a key k, while k can only be an
id or primary-key attributes under TaaV.
Under the BaaV mode, Zidian offers the following.
[1] Efficient SQL. Zidian speeds up SQL-over-NoSQL systems
by reducing get invocations, retrieval of irrelevant data, and
hence both computation cost and communication cost.
(a) Keyed blocks offer a data locality of relations in DHT.
With a single get, one can retrieve a block of relevant data.
(b) BaaV provides KV stores with convenient indexing, which,
as observed by [37], is not yet well supported by KV stores.
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By making explicit use of indexes, we can make queries scanfree, to be answered without scanning any table. A scan-free
query Q fetches and operates on only the part of data needed
for answering Q, and hence also reduces computational cost.

(SparkSQL-over-Cassandra [6]). In addition to the framework
of Section 5, Zidian also includes (a) a module to help design
BaaV schema under storage constraints (Section 8.1); and
(b) adapters for deploying Zidian over existing KV systems.

(c) By reasoning about keyed blocks (k, B) and the size of
B, we can check whether a query is bounded, which only
need to access a bounded amount of data no matter how big
the underlying dataset is, and hence can be answered with
bounded computation and communication costs.

(6) Experiments (Section 9). Using benchmark TPC-H [42]
and real-life data, we evaluate the effectiveness of Zidian. We
find the following on average. (1) Zidian outperforms SoH, SoK
and SoC in efficiency by 2.8×102 , 1.7×102 and 8.1×102 times
for scan-free queries, respectively, and by 2.0×102 , 1.5×102
and 3.6×102 times for non scan-free queries. (2) With Zidian
the systems incur stable computation and communication
costs for bounded queries when datasets grow. (3) Zidian is
parallel scalable and scales well with datasets, e.g., on average
Zidian on top of SoH takes 27.7 and 65.4 seconds for scanfree and non scan-free queries on datasets of 128GB with 8
workers, respectively, compared to 1.7×103 and 2.1×103 seconds by SoH without Zidian. (4) Zidian retains the horizontal
scalability of underlying KV systems for KV workload.
We discuss related work in Section 2 and review SQL-overNoSQL in Section 3. The proofs of the results are in [2].

[2] Scalability. In parallel processing, Zidian guarantees (a)
parallel scalability, i.e., speedup guaranteed when adding
computing nodes to the computing layer; and (b) bounded
communication cost for bounded queries. Moreover, (c) Zidian
retains the horizontal scalability of SQL-over-NoSQL systems,
i.e., increasing throughput when adding new nodes to the
storage layer, where the throughput is the total number of
tuples retrieved from all storage nodes per second via get [37].
[3] Ease of use. Zidian can be built on top of any SQL-overNoSQL systems over any KV stores, without the need to hack
into the systems or change their underlying KV storage. That
is, Zidian can be “plugged into” exiting SQL-over-NoSQL
systems and help speed up their SQL query answering.
Contributions & organization. This paper proposes Zidian and justifies BaaV, from foundations to practice.
(1) Data model (Section 4). We introduce BaaV, a model to
represent relations in KV stores as keyed blocks. We extend
relational algebra to BaaV stores, to leverage the BaaV model
when answering SQL queries. Moreover, we define scan-free
queries and bounded queries in terms of BaaV query plans,
to speed up SQL evaluation on SQL-over-NoSQL systems.
(2) A framework (Section 5). Based on BaaV, we propose
Zidian, a framework to speed up SQL evaluation of existing
SQL-over-NoSQL systems. It maps conventional databases D
~ It takes SQL queries Q posed on D and anto BaaV stores D.
~ whenever possible.
swers Q in the corresponding BaaV store D
We study fundamental problems underlying the framework.
In particular, we provide a characterization of preservation,
i.e., a sufficient and necessary condition, for deciding whether
~
a query Q posed on D can be answered in available D.
(3) Scan-free data access (Section 6). We characterize scanfree (resp. bounded) queries, i.e., we develop a sufficient and
necessary condition for deciding whether an SQL query is
scan-free (resp. bounded) on a BaaV store. While the problem is undecidable, the characterization provides an effective
syntax of such queries that can be efficiently checked. Moreover, we provide an algorithm to generate query plans, which
guarantee to avoid scan (resp. access a bounded amount of
data) for scan-free (resp. bounded) queries.
(4) Parallelization: boundedness and scalability (Section 7).
We propose to interleave data access and computation when
answering a query in parallel, instead of first fetching all the
data and then computing answers. With this strategy, we
show that Zidian needs no scan for scan-free queries and incurs
bounded communication cost for bounded queries. Moreover,
under BaaV, Zidian guarantees parallel scalability and retains
the horizontal scalability of SQL-over-NoSQL systems.
(5) Implementation (Section 8). As a proof of concept, we
have implemented Zidian and deployed it for SoH (SparkSQLover-HBase [7]), SoK (SparkSQL-over-Kudu [7]) and SoC

2. RELATED WORK
We categorize related work as follows.
SQL-over-NoSQL. The SQL-over-NoSQL architecture is
widely used to support scalable parallel SQL processing over
commodity machines, e.g., [34, 12, 40, 19, 35, 41, 25], capitalizing on KV systems as the storage, such as Apache’s Cassandra [6], HBase [7] and Kudu [1]. Spanner [20, 12, 40] started
this line of work, to support distributed transactions at scale.
It is based on BigTable [18], which stores relations as tables of
KV pairs under TaaV. The work was followed by open-source
systems CockroachDB [19], Nuodb [35], MyRocks [25], and
Partiqle [41] (supporting SPJ). SparkSQL [11] and Hive [8]
also provide SQL-like query interface for Spark and Hadoopbased KV systems over KV datasets. All these systems follow
the column-family design of BigTable [18], by treating each
tuple as a value with a designated row key.
While these SQL-over-NoSQL systems are able to scale
with OLTP transactions, their efficiency suffers from scans on
KV stores, as observed by recent attempts to support analytical (OLAP) queries [37, 15, 33]. To overcome the limitations,
[37, 15, 33, 1] improve the performance of scans by designing
new KV systems. They focus on exploring the design space
of KV systems, to trade scan efficiency with other system parameters, e.g., updating, versioning and query types. Among
them, Tell [37] (a recent modern KV system optimized for
scans) and Apache’s Kudu [1] also explore columnar based
storage for relations in KV-stores. The efforts do not help
existing KV stores and SQL-over-NoSQL combinations.
This work takes a different approach, by proposing the
BaaV model. It aims to improve the performance of analytical queries on existing SQL-over-NoSQL systems, without
hampering their scalability. It explores new logical representation model of relations in KV stores that can be readily
supported by existing systems, and studies its impact on
query evaluation, without changing the KV storage.
Secondary index. The BaaV model provides the capacity of
secondary index for KV stores, but it is way beyond just
indexing. Few KV stores support indices. Among the few
that do, secondary indexes are encoded as relations sorted by
padded keys [38], and hence are still subject to the restrictions
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Materialized views. Materialized views are used in DBMS to
tailor database storage and speed up query evaluation [39].
In some sense, BaaV and Zidian offer the functionality of
“materialized views” for KV-stores. However, there are key
differences. (a) To the best of our knowledge, no major SQLover-NoSQL systems support and use materialized views over
NoSQL storage yet. (b) One might want to extend existing
KV systems to support materialized views as DBMS does.
However, such an extension does not provide the benefits of
BaaV-stores if the views are stored under the TaaV model. Indeed, views are essentially relations tailored for given queries
in DBMS. Hence, views over KV storage (if supported) are
also subject to the same limitations that base relations suffer
in KV-stores under the conventional TaaV model. Therefore,
BaaV is an alternative and more efficient way to support
materialized views (and base relations) in KV-stores.
Bounded evaluation. Related to this work is also the study
of bounded evaluation [26], to formalize scale independence
under cardinality constraints [9, 10, 27, 16]. That line of
work adopts a hash-based index guided by the cardinality
constraints to determine whether only a bounded amount of
data is required for answering relational queries with indexonly plans, by query rewriting under cardinality constraints.
This work differs from bounded evaluation in the following.
(a) The focus of bounded evaluation is to decide what query
can be boundedly evaluated given a set of cardinality constraints and their associated hash-based indices. In contrast,
we do not require the availability of cardinality constraints.
(b) Bounded evaluation works on DBMS only, while BaaV
and Zidian are developed for KV stores in SQL-over-NoSQL.
(c) Bounded evaluation did not study, e.g., algebra, parallelization and data mapping, which we develop for Zidian.

3. PRELIMINARIES
We review basic notations for SQL-over-NoSQL systems.
key-value storage. A KV store is a collection of key-value
(KV) pairs (k, v), referred to as key and value attributes,

SQL query Q over R
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(SQL-over-NoSQL)

of the TaaV model. More specifically, a secondary index on
non-key attribute A of a relation R in KV stores is typically
implemented as a collection of KV pairs (k, v), where keys
k are A-values padded with an internal id attribute I (or a
primary key of R), so that AI values are distinct under TaaV,
and hence can be used as keys; they fetch entire tuples of
R. This is inefficient since (a) point access on A still incurs
many get invocations, (b) it does not help scans, and (c) it
introduces extra index maintenance cost.
In contrast, (a) BaaV supports indexing by using DHT of
KV systems, and needs only one get to fetch a block of values
for the same point access on attribute A. Moreover, it reduces
duplicated and unnecessary attributes in tuples fetched, and
thus reduces data access and intermediate relations. The
redundancies get inflated rapidly with joins. (b) It improves
scans by increasing the data locality and throughput of get,
while retaining the benefits of horizontal and parallel scalability. (c) Above all, as a data model BaaV exposes such
indexes as “schemas”, and allows users to make explicit use
of the indexes for optimization. (d) Better yet, we can deduce
scan-free queries and bounded queries, all at the query level.
These substantially improve both computation and communication. These are beyond the scope of traditional secondary
indexing that aims to speed up data retrieving only.

SQL layer

KBA planning

SQL layer

(M2)
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get(k)

(key, tuple) pairs

TaaV store for D of R
<latexit sha1_base64="A1UHqNpDVVQ4TMTFtYb5WbcQo5k=">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</latexit>

get(k)

(key, tuple)

KV store
<latexit sha1_base64="VQ94kS7i3SLzXehEiy3kWzIoxnY=">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</latexit>

Key-value storage system

get(k)
mapping

keyed blocks

BaaV store
<latexit sha1_base64="CHypSKHJgkAEbXWOoZxGEJ0tFHY=">AAAB/nicbZA9SwNBEIb3/Izx61SsbBaDYBXu0mgZYmMZwXxAEsLeZi5Zsnd77M6J4Qj4V2wsFLH1d9j5b9wkV2jiCwsP78wws2+QSGHQ876dtfWNza3twk5xd2//4NA9Om4alWoODa6k0u2AGZAihgYKlNBONLAokNAKxjezeusBtBEqvsdJAr2IDWMRCs7QWn33NOsiPKIJsxpjzSk1qDTQvlvyyt5cdBX8HEokV73vfnUHiqcRxMglM6bjewn2MqZRcAnTYjc1kDA+ZkPoWIxZBKaXzc+f0gvrDGiotH0x0rn7eyJjkTGTKLCdEcORWa7NzP9qnRTD614m4iRFiPliUZhKiorOsqADoYGjnFhgXAt7K+UjphlHm1jRhuAvf3kVmpWyb/muUqrW8jgK5Iyck0vikytSJbekThqEk4w8k1fy5jw5L86787FoXXPymRPyR87nD1GUla8=</latexit>

(M4)

Key-value storage system
<latexit sha1_base64="TOcDbKhraX7mOMJ0XXyciP1Devg=">AAACAXicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+ndoINotBsDHcpdEyaCPYRDAxkBxhbzOXLNn7YHcucITY+FdsLBSx9V/Y+W/cJFdo4oNlH+/NMDPPT6TQ6DjfVmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d2z9w+aOk4VhwaPZaxaPtMgRQQNFCihlShgoS/hwR9eT/2HESgt4ugeswS8kPUjEQjO0Ehd++gWsvMRkylQjbFiffNnGiHs2mWn4sxAl4mbkzLJUe/aX51ezNMQIuSSad12nQS9MVMouIRJqZNqSBgfmhFtQyMWgvbGswsm9NQoPRrEyrwI6Uz93TFmodZZ6JvKkOFAL3pT8T+vnWJw6Y1FlKQIEZ8PClJJMabTOGhPKOAoM0MYV8LsSvmAKcbRhFYyIbiLJy+TZrXiGn5XLdeu8jiK5JickDPikgtSIzekThqEk0fyTF7Jm/VkvVjv1se8tGDlPYfkD6zPH3zDluY=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="TOcDbKhraX7mOMJ0XXyciP1Devg=">AAACAXicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+ndoINotBsDHcpdEyaCPYRDAxkBxhbzOXLNn7YHcucITY+FdsLBSx9V/Y+W/cJFdo4oNlH+/NMDPPT6TQ6DjfVmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d2z9w+aOk4VhwaPZaxaPtMgRQQNFCihlShgoS/hwR9eT/2HESgt4ugeswS8kPUjEQjO0Ehd++gWsvMRkylQjbFiffNnGiHs2mWn4sxAl4mbkzLJUe/aX51ezNMQIuSSad12nQS9MVMouIRJqZNqSBgfmhFtQyMWgvbGswsm9NQoPRrEyrwI6Uz93TFmodZZ6JvKkOFAL3pT8T+vnWJw6Y1FlKQIEZ8PClJJMabTOGhPKOAoM0MYV8LsSvmAKcbRhFYyIbiLJy+TZrXiGn5XLdeu8jiK5JickDPikgtSIzekThqEk0fyTF7Jm/VkvVjv1se8tGDlPYfkD6zPH3zDluY=</latexit>

(a) SQL-over-NoSQL

(b) SQL-over-NoSQL with Zidian

Figure 1: Improving SQL-over-NoSQL using Zidian
respectively. It supports (a) get(k) to retrieve a KV pair
(k, v) with key = k, (b) put(k, v) to add a KV pair, and (c)
next() to iterate over all keys and get the next key.
Relations in KV stores. A tuple t of a relation R is
represented in KV stores under the TaaV (tuple-as-a-value)
model as a KV pair (k, v), where k is an id or the primary
key of R in t, and v is t. Relation R is stored as a set of KV
pairs sharing the same key and value attributes, in which
each pair represents a tuple of R. KV stores of relations are
typically encapsulated and referred to as, e.g., wide-column
family stores since they provide tableau views of relations.
A scan of R is carried out by invoking get operations with
keys extracted via next(), iterating over all keys in R.
SQL-over-NoSQL. In such a system, as shown in Fig. 1a,
a database D of relational schema R is stored as KV stores
in the storage layer, under the TaaV model. An SQL-overNoSQL system exposes R to the users, who can then issue
SQL queries Q over R. The evaluation of Q is conducted in a
separated layer called the SQL layer, by a computing cluster.
The SQL layer consists of SQL parser, planner and executor,
to generate a query plan ξ for Q. The plan ξ accesses data
in the underlying KV store of D via get operations only.
An SQL-over-NoSQL system works as follows. Upon receiving an SQL query Q, the storage layer retrieves all relations
involved in Q and moves the data to the SQL layer; the
SQL layer then generates a parallel query plan ξ for Q, and
executes the plan on all computing nodes in parallel.
The separation of storage and computation gives SQL-overNoSQL (a) high availability since heavy computation tasks
do not affect storage, and (b) easy scalability since we can
scale out and in on demand. However, it comes with a price:
data access typically incurs slow full-relation scans and the
communication load for the SQL layer is hence heavy.

4. THE BAAV MODEL
In this section, we first introduce the BaaV model, to represent relations in KV stores as keyed blocks (Section 4.1).
We then propose an algebra over BaaV stores (Section 4.2).

4.1

BaaV: Block-as-a-Value

~
BaaV stores. A KV schema is of the form RhX,
Y i, where
~
X and Y are sets of attributes. A keyed block over RhX,
Yi
is a KV pair (k, B), where k is a tuple over attributes X and
~ of
B is a set of tuples over attributes Y . A KV instance D
~
~ with distinct keys.
RhX,
Y i is a set of keyed blocks over R
~ denoted by deg(D), is measured as the
The degree of D,
~ i.e., deg(D) =
maximum size of keyed blocks (k, B) in D,
max(k,B)∈D
~ |B|, where |B| is the number of tuples in B.
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Table 1: A summary of notations
Notation

Definition

R(Z)
~
RhX,
Yi
~
R (resp. R)
~ (resp. pk(R))
~
att(R)
D (resp. D)
|D| (resp. ||D||)
~ (resp. D)
~
D

relation schema under TaaV
KV schema under BaaV
relational schema (BaaV schema)
~
attributes (resp. primary key) of R
relational database (resp. relations)
number of tuples (resp. values) in D
a BaaV store (resp. KV) instance

Example 1: Consider R1 with TPC-H relations (simplified)
SUPPLIER(suppkey, nationkey), PARTSUPP(partkey, suppkey,
supplycost, availqty), and NATION(nationkey, name), in which
primary keys are underlined. Under the BaaV model, they
can be stored in KV storage with the following KV schemas:
~
SUPPLIER
hnationkey, suppkeyi,
~
PARTSUPP
hsuppkey, (partkey, supplycost, availqty)i, and
~
NATION
hname, nationkeyi.
Note that under the TaaV model, nationkey, suppkey, and
name cannot be key attributes since they are not the primary
keys of corresponding relations. In contrast, under BaaV, they
are taken as keys since BaaV values are blocks of tuples.
~
Y i can also carry a primary key, which
A KV schema RhX,
is a subset W ⊆ XY of attributes such that for any of its
~ and any Y -tuples t1 and t2 associated with
KV instance D
the same key (i.e., X-tuple), t1 and t2 are distinct on W ∩ Y
attributes. Note that it is not necessary that W ⊆ X.
~ is a set of KV schemas. A BaaV store
A BaaV schema R
~ of R
~ consists of all KV instances of KV schemas in R.
~
D
~ denoted by deg(D),
~ is the maximum
The degree of D,
~ i.e., deg(D)
~ = max ~ ~ deg(D).
~
degree of KV instances in D,
D∈D
Properties. BaaV offers the following benefits.
(1) In contrast to TaaV, BaaV stores allow arbitrary attributes
to be taken as keys. In fact, TaaV is a special case of BaaV
when in a keyed block (k, B), B is a single tuple.
(2) Each get invocation can retrieve more data under BaaV
than under TaaV, and is hence more efficient on BaaV stores.
(3) The degree of BaaV stores indicates the extent of data
locality of the DHT of KV storage. By tuning the degree of
BaaV stores, we can get bounded queries, and balance the
efficiency and update cost of KV stores under BaaV.
Mapping between relational databases and KV stores.
There is a convenient correspondence between the two.
~ of KV schema hX, Y i, i.e., a set
(1) Consider an instance D
of key-block pairs (k, B). For each Y -tuple t in block B, we
~ The relational version D of D
~
refer to (k, t) as a tuple of D.
~ It is an instance of traditional
is the set of all tuples of D.
relation schema (X, Y ), by flattening B. Similarly we define
~
the relational version D of a BaaV store D.
(2) Consider a relational schema R, a database D of R, and
~ The mapping of D on R
~ is a BaaV store
a BaaV schema R.
~ of R
~ defined as follows: for each instance D of R ∈ R in
D
~
~ if XY are attributes
D and any KV schema RhX,
Y i ∈ R,
~
~ obtained from D
in R, then D includes a KV instance D
by first projecting D on XY and then grouping by X. For
~ in R
~ is
convenience, in the sequel we assume that each R
composed of attributes from the same relation schema of R.
Notations are summarized in Table 1.

<latexit sha1_base64="IJl6yFcSJg8ix60TpTfTolnhvBY=">AAACLHicbVDLTgIxFO3gG1+oSzeNYOKKzLDRJWpiXGqURwKE3CkFGtrppL2jIYRPcKt/4de4Mcat32EZWAh4kyYn59zH6QljKSz6/qeXWVldW9/Y3Mpu7+zu7ecODqtWJ4bxCtNSm3oIlksR8QoKlLweGw4qlLwWDq4neu2JGyt09IjDmLcU9CLRFQzQUQ+Fy0I7l/eLflp0GQQzkCezumsfeEfNjmaJ4hEyCdY2Aj/G1ggMCib5ONtMLI+BDaDHGw5GoLhtjVKvY3rqmA7tauNehDRl/06MQFk7VKHrVIB9u6hNyP+0RoLdi9ZIRHGCPGLTQ91EUtR08nHaEYYzlEMHgBnhvFLWBwMMXTxzV0KtBwihdTvoTWrUKHCLwIU636kSicLo53E262IMFkNbBtVSMfCLwX0pX76aBbpJjskJOSMBOSdlckvuSIUw0iMv5JW8ee/eh/flfU9bM95s5ojMlffzC0cLpkQ=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="D2mX3wx/XfiNuiFI978gtC9GWbY=">AAACLHicbVDLTgIxFO3gC/EFunTTiCauyAwbXRJMjEuMoiY4MXdKgYZ2OmnvaAjhE9zqX/g1boxx63dYhlkIepMmJ+fcx+mJEiks+v6HV1haXlldK66XNja3tnfKld0bq1PDeJtpqc1dBJZLEfM2CpT8LjEcVCT5bTQ8m+q3j9xYoeNrHCU8VNCPRU8wQEddHTYPH8pVv+ZnRf+CIAdVklfroeLt3Xc1SxWPkUmwthP4CYZjMCiY5JPSfWp5AmwIfd5xMAbFbTjOvE7okWO6tKeNezHSjP09MQZl7UhFrlMBDuyiNiX/0zop9k7DsYiTFHnMZod6qaSo6fTjtCsMZyhHDgAzwnmlbAAGGLp45q5EWg8RIut20PPMqFHgFoELdb5TpRKF0U+TUsnFGCyG9hfc1GuBXwsu69VGMw+0SPbJATkmATkhDXJBWqRNGOmTZ/JCXr0379379L5mrQUvn9kjc+V9/wBI0qZF</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="D2mX3wx/XfiNuiFI978gtC9GWbY=">AAACLHicbVDLTgIxFO3gC/EFunTTiCauyAwbXRJMjEuMoiY4MXdKgYZ2OmnvaAjhE9zqX/g1boxx63dYhlkIepMmJ+fcx+mJEiks+v6HV1haXlldK66XNja3tnfKld0bq1PDeJtpqc1dBJZLEfM2CpT8LjEcVCT5bTQ8m+q3j9xYoeNrHCU8VNCPRU8wQEddHTYPH8pVv+ZnRf+CIAdVklfroeLt3Xc1SxWPkUmwthP4CYZjMCiY5JPSfWp5AmwIfd5xMAbFbTjOvE7okWO6tKeNezHSjP09MQZl7UhFrlMBDuyiNiX/0zop9k7DsYiTFHnMZod6qaSo6fTjtCsMZyhHDgAzwnmlbAAGGLp45q5EWg8RIut20PPMqFHgFoELdb5TpRKF0U+TUsnFGCyG9hfc1GuBXwsu69VGMw+0SPbJATkmATkhDXJBWqRNGOmTZ/JCXr0379379L5mrQUvn9kjc+V9/wBI0qZF</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="55G7Yd4mZ9HXZtaIOTGCw+pqnek=">AAACLHicbVDLTgIxFO34RHyBLN00ookrMuNGl0QS4xKjPBKYmDulYEM7nbR3NITwCW71L/waN8a49TssAwsRb9Lk5Jz7OD1RIoVF3//wVlbX1jc2c1v57Z3dvf1C8aBpdWoYbzAttWlHYLkUMW+gQMnbieGgIslb0bA21VuP3Fih4zscJTxUMIhFXzBAR90e147vC2W/4mdFl0EwB2Uyr/p90St1e5qlisfIJFjbCfwEwzEYFEzySb6bWp4AG8KAdxyMQXEbjjOvE3rimB7ta+NejDRjf0+MQVk7UpHrVIAP9q82Jf/TOin2L8KxiJMUecxmh/qppKjp9OO0JwxnKEcOADPCeaXsAQwwdPEsXIm0HiJE1u2gV5lRo8AtAhfqYqdKJQqjnyb5vIsx+BvaMmieVQK/EtyclauX80Bz5JAckVMSkHNSJdekThqEkQF5Ji/k1Xvz3r1P72vWuuLNZ0pkobzvH0qZpkY=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="IJl6yFcSJg8ix60TpTfTolnhvBY=">AAACLHicbVDLTgIxFO3gG1+oSzeNYOKKzLDRJWpiXGqURwKE3CkFGtrppL2jIYRPcKt/4de4Mcat32EZWAh4kyYn59zH6QljKSz6/qeXWVldW9/Y3Mpu7+zu7ecODqtWJ4bxCtNSm3oIlksR8QoKlLweGw4qlLwWDq4neu2JGyt09IjDmLcU9CLRFQzQUQ+Fy0I7l/eLflp0GQQzkCezumsfeEfNjmaJ4hEyCdY2Aj/G1ggMCib5ONtMLI+BDaDHGw5GoLhtjVKvY3rqmA7tauNehDRl/06MQFk7VKHrVIB9u6hNyP+0RoLdi9ZIRHGCPGLTQ91EUtR08nHaEYYzlEMHgBnhvFLWBwMMXTxzV0KtBwihdTvoTWrUKHCLwIU636kSicLo53E262IMFkNbBtVSMfCLwX0pX76aBbpJjskJOSMBOSdlckvuSIUw0iMv5JW8ee/eh/flfU9bM95s5ojMlffzC0cLpkQ=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="55G7Yd4mZ9HXZtaIOTGCw+pqnek=">AAACLHicbVDLTgIxFO34RHyBLN00ookrMuNGl0QS4xKjPBKYmDulYEM7nbR3NITwCW71L/waN8a49TssAwsRb9Lk5Jz7OD1RIoVF3//wVlbX1jc2c1v57Z3dvf1C8aBpdWoYbzAttWlHYLkUMW+gQMnbieGgIslb0bA21VuP3Fih4zscJTxUMIhFXzBAR90e147vC2W/4mdFl0EwB2Uyr/p90St1e5qlisfIJFjbCfwEwzEYFEzySb6bWp4AG8KAdxyMQXEbjjOvE3rimB7ta+NejDRjf0+MQVk7UpHrVIAP9q82Jf/TOin2L8KxiJMUecxmh/qppKjp9OO0JwxnKEcOADPCeaXsAQwwdPEsXIm0HiJE1u2gV5lRo8AtAhfqYqdKJQqjnyb5vIsx+BvaMmieVQK/EtyclauX80Bz5JAckVMSkHNSJdekThqEkQF5Ji/k1Xvz3r1P72vWuuLNZ0pkobzvH0qZpkY=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="IJl6yFcSJg8ix60TpTfTolnhvBY=">AAACLHicbVDLTgIxFO3gG1+oSzeNYOKKzLDRJWpiXGqURwKE3CkFGtrppL2jIYRPcKt/4de4Mcat32EZWAh4kyYn59zH6QljKSz6/qeXWVldW9/Y3Mpu7+zu7ecODqtWJ4bxCtNSm3oIlksR8QoKlLweGw4qlLwWDq4neu2JGyt09IjDmLcU9CLRFQzQUQ+Fy0I7l/eLflp0GQQzkCezumsfeEfNjmaJ4hEyCdY2Aj/G1ggMCib5ONtMLI+BDaDHGw5GoLhtjVKvY3rqmA7tauNehDRl/06MQFk7VKHrVIB9u6hNyP+0RoLdi9ZIRHGCPGLTQ91EUtR08nHaEYYzlEMHgBnhvFLWBwMMXTxzV0KtBwihdTvoTWrUKHCLwIU636kSicLo53E262IMFkNbBtVSMfCLwX0pX76aBbpJjskJOSMBOSdlckvuSIUw0iMv5JW8ee/eh/flfU9bM95s5ojMlffzC0cLpkQ=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="nMmWsEK8ngfjZiXJPoJtf52chSA=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="jZUouo7zfj3iV4HWvd2wUi3/u7U=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="D2mX3wx/XfiNuiFI978gtC9GWbY=">AAACLHicbVDLTgIxFO3gC/EFunTTiCauyAwbXRJMjEuMoiY4MXdKgYZ2OmnvaAjhE9zqX/g1boxx63dYhlkIepMmJ+fcx+mJEiks+v6HV1haXlldK66XNja3tnfKld0bq1PDeJtpqc1dBJZLEfM2CpT8LjEcVCT5bTQ8m+q3j9xYoeNrHCU8VNCPRU8wQEddHTYPH8pVv+ZnRf+CIAdVklfroeLt3Xc1SxWPkUmwthP4CYZjMCiY5JPSfWp5AmwIfd5xMAbFbTjOvE7okWO6tKeNezHSjP09MQZl7UhFrlMBDuyiNiX/0zop9k7DsYiTFHnMZod6qaSo6fTjtCsMZyhHDgAzwnmlbAAGGLp45q5EWg8RIut20PPMqFHgFoELdb5TpRKF0U+TUsnFGCyG9hfc1GuBXwsu69VGMw+0SPbJATkmATkhDXJBWqRNGOmTZ/JCXr0379379L5mrQUvn9kjc+V9/wBI0qZF</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="55G7Yd4mZ9HXZtaIOTGCw+pqnek=">AAACLHicbVDLTgIxFO34RHyBLN00ookrMuNGl0QS4xKjPBKYmDulYEM7nbR3NITwCW71L/waN8a49TssAwsRb9Lk5Jz7OD1RIoVF3//wVlbX1jc2c1v57Z3dvf1C8aBpdWoYbzAttWlHYLkUMW+gQMnbieGgIslb0bA21VuP3Fih4zscJTxUMIhFXzBAR90e147vC2W/4mdFl0EwB2Uyr/p90St1e5qlisfIJFjbCfwEwzEYFEzySb6bWp4AG8KAdxyMQXEbjjOvE3rimB7ta+NejDRjf0+MQVk7UpHrVIAP9q82Jf/TOin2L8KxiJMUecxmh/qppKjp9OO0JwxnKEcOADPCeaXsAQwwdPEsXIm0HiJE1u2gV5lRo8AtAhfqYqdKJQqjnyb5vIsx+BvaMmieVQK/EtyclauX80Bz5JAckVMSkHNSJdekThqEkQF5Ji/k1Xvz3r1P72vWuuLNZ0pkobzvH0qZpkY=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="IJl6yFcSJg8ix60TpTfTolnhvBY=">AAACLHicbVDLTgIxFO3gG1+oSzeNYOKKzLDRJWpiXGqURwKE3CkFGtrppL2jIYRPcKt/4de4Mcat32EZWAh4kyYn59zH6QljKSz6/qeXWVldW9/Y3Mpu7+zu7ecODqtWJ4bxCtNSm3oIlksR8QoKlLweGw4qlLwWDq4neu2JGyt09IjDmLcU9CLRFQzQUQ+Fy0I7l/eLflp0GQQzkCezumsfeEfNjmaJ4hEyCdY2Aj/G1ggMCib5ONtMLI+BDaDHGw5GoLhtjVKvY3rqmA7tauNehDRl/06MQFk7VKHrVIB9u6hNyP+0RoLdi9ZIRHGCPGLTQ91EUtR08nHaEYYzlEMHgBnhvFLWBwMMXTxzV0KtBwihdTvoTWrUKHCLwIU636kSicLo53E262IMFkNbBtVSMfCLwX0pX76aBbpJjskJOSMBOSdlckvuSIUw0iMv5JW8ee/eh/flfU9bM95s5ojMlffzC0cLpkQ=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="D2mX3wx/XfiNuiFI978gtC9GWbY=">AAACLHicbVDLTgIxFO3gC/EFunTTiCauyAwbXRJMjEuMoiY4MXdKgYZ2OmnvaAjhE9zqX/g1boxx63dYhlkIepMmJ+fcx+mJEiks+v6HV1haXlldK66XNja3tnfKld0bq1PDeJtpqc1dBJZLEfM2CpT8LjEcVCT5bTQ8m+q3j9xYoeNrHCU8VNCPRU8wQEddHTYPH8pVv+ZnRf+CIAdVklfroeLt3Xc1SxWPkUmwthP4CYZjMCiY5JPSfWp5AmwIfd5xMAbFbTjOvE7okWO6tKeNezHSjP09MQZl7UhFrlMBDuyiNiX/0zop9k7DsYiTFHnMZod6qaSo6fTjtCsMZyhHDgAzwnmlbAAGGLp45q5EWg8RIut20PPMqFHgFoELdb5TpRKF0U+TUsnFGCyG9hfc1GuBXwsu69VGMw+0SPbJATkmATkhDXJBWqRNGOmTZ/JCXr0379379L5mrQUvn9kjc+V9/wBI0qZF</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="55G7Yd4mZ9HXZtaIOTGCw+pqnek=">AAACLHicbVDLTgIxFO34RHyBLN00ookrMuNGl0QS4xKjPBKYmDulYEM7nbR3NITwCW71L/waN8a49TssAwsRb9Lk5Jz7OD1RIoVF3//wVlbX1jc2c1v57Z3dvf1C8aBpdWoYbzAttWlHYLkUMW+gQMnbieGgIslb0bA21VuP3Fih4zscJTxUMIhFXzBAR90e147vC2W/4mdFl0EwB2Uyr/p90St1e5qlisfIJFjbCfwEwzEYFEzySb6bWp4AG8KAdxyMQXEbjjOvE3rimB7ta+NejDRjf0+MQVk7UpHrVIAP9q82Jf/TOin2L8KxiJMUecxmh/qppKjp9OO0JwxnKEcOADPCeaXsAQwwdPEsXIm0HiJE1u2gV5lRo8AtAhfqYqdKJQqjnyb5vIsx+BvaMmieVQK/EtyclauX80Bz5JAckVMSkHNSJdekThqEkQF5Ji/k1Xvz3r1P72vWuuLNZ0pkobzvH0qZpkY=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="fCTYkmFawPQYCCU+fR4j8UdeFmE=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="WV9023u4s0xAb+OJayn6am8XnXc=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="8TfI9ogVXR9XkbhZ/iDuiMANjbA=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="zcLae6jzLnZJaV5W6DxtAtrhhXg=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="mgGCx+AOANIyHBfRhZ177+j4a9g=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="HtWcM390MNKM/0FmvcIYyrXg/tc=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="I0lwYDiVgScyFj0nZMrcB3CtTaQ=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="MEYlX4n3qrlXN1ahXR5rt1pbYxU=">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</latexit>

Figure 2: KV instances in Example 2

4.2

KBA: An Algebra of Keyed Blocks

As opposed to relations, queries on BaaV stores are evaluated on keyed blocks. In light of this, we present KBA, an
extension of relational algebra (RA) to express internal query
plans on BaaV stores. Below we first present KBA algebra,
and then study properties of KBA plans over BaaV stores.
KBA algebra. We present major operators of KBA.
~ 1 of KV schema hX,
(1) Extension (∝). Consider instances D
′
′
~ 2 of hY , Zi. If Y ⊆ XY , then the extension of D
~1
Y i and D
~ 2 , denoted by D
~1 ∝ D
~ 2 , is the mapping of D1 ✶Y ′ D2
with D
on a new KV schema hXY, Zi. Here Di (i = {1, 2}) is the
~ i , and ✶Y ′ is the natural
relational version of KV instance D
join in the classical RA on attributes Y ′ .
~1 ∝ D
~ 2 extends D
~ 1 with relevant Z-attributes
Intuitively, D
~ 2 , extracted by using values of D
~ 1 as keys. One can view
of D
~1 ∝ D
~ 2 as a special “join” unique to BaaV: it joins D
~ 1 and
D
~
~
D2 but it does not access all the data in D2 , i.e., it does not
~ 2 . We will show that ∝ allows us to express query plans
scan D
whose execution does not incur blind scans over BaaV stores.
~ of hX, Y i and X ′ ⊆ XY ,
(2) Shift (↑). For KV instance D
~ with X ′ , denoted by D
~ ↑X ′ , is a KV instance D
~′
the shift of D
′
′
~
of hX , XY \ X i that has the same relational version as D.
~ ↑X ′ redistributes the key and value attributes
Intuitively, D
~ by setting X ′ as key. It allows us to align KV instances
for D,
and enables set-like operations (e.g., union and difference)
on KV instances with different key attribute distribution.
Extension (∝) and shift (↑) are new operators unique to
KBA that find no counterpart in RA. We next introduce
extensions of conventional RA operators for the BaaV model.
~ 1 of hX1 , Y1 i and D
~ 2 of hX2 ,
(3) Join (✶). For KV instances D
~ 1 and D
~ 2 on attributes X (X ⊆ X1 Y1 ∩
Y2 i, the join of D
~
~ 2 , is the mapping of the join of reX2 Y2 ), denoted by D1 ✶X D
~
~ 2 on KV schema hX1 X2 , Y1 Y2 i.
lational versions of D1 and D
~ 1 hA, Bi, R
~ 2 hB, Ci,
Example 2: Consider KV instances of R
~ 3 hA, Ci shown in Fig. 2 (left side). The results of R
~1 ∝ R
~2
R
~ 4 ↑A are the instances of R
~ 4 hAB, Ci and R
~ 5 hA, BCi,
and R
~ 5 ✶AC
respectively, in Fig. 2 (right side). The join result of R
~ 3 contains keyed blocks (1, {(1, 1)}) and (2, {(3, 3)}).
R
Other relational operators are defined along the same lines.
By transforming between KV instances and relations on the
fly (see Section 4.1), KBA queries can readily benefit from optimizations developed for RA. KBA is closed and is relationalcomplete. Indeed, it can express RAaggr , i.e., the extension of
RA with group-by aggregates: for any database D, any BaaV~ such that D is a relational version of D,
~ for any RAaggr
store D
~
~ D),
~
Q over D, there exists a KBA Q such that Q(D) = Q(
~
~
i.e., answer Q(D) is the relational version of answer Q(D).
KBA plans. A KBA plan is similar to an RA plan tree [3].
As opposed to a conventional RA plan whose leaf nodes are
relations, in a KBA plan, (1) each leaf is either a constant
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(constant keyed block) or a KV instance; and (2) each intermediate node is one of the operators of KBA. In particular,
~1 ∝ R
~ 2, R
~ 1 is the unique leaf node of ξ,
for KBA plan ξ = R
~ 2 is treated as a parameter of ∝.
and R
~ the execution result of ξ over BaaV store
Denote by ξ(D)
~ where ξ and D
~ are over the same BaaV schema R.
~
D,
Below we identify two special classes of KBA plans.
Scan-free KBA plans. A KBA plan ξ is scan-free over BaaV
~ if all its leaf nodes are constants. Intuitively, the
schema R
~
execution of such ξ incurs no scans on any BaaV store of R.
~
Example 3: Recall R1 and the KV schemas PARTSUPP
,
~ 1 be a BaaV
~
~
and NATION
from Example 1. Let R
SUPPLIER
schema consisting of these KV schemas. Consider SQL Q1
over R1 , which is a simplified TPC-H query (query q11 [42]):
select
from
where
group by

PS.suppkey, SUM(PS.supplycost)
PARTSUPP as PS, SUPPLIER as S, NATION as N
PS.suppkey = S.suppkey and S.nationkey
= N.nationkey and N.name = “GERMANY”
PS.suppkey

~
Consider KBA plans ξ1′ = ((“Germany” ∝ NATION
) ∝
~
~
) ∝ PARTSUPP
and ξ1 = group by(ξ1′ , PS.suppkey,
SUPPLIER
SUM(PS.supplycost)) (group ξ1′ by PS.suppkey and sum over
~ 1 since
PS.supplycost per group). Then ξ1 is scan-free over R
it uses ∝ only to access all KV instances. Moreover, on corresponding BaaV stores ξ1 answers Q1 : for any database D of
~ = Q1 (D), where D
~ is the mapping of D on R
~ 1.
R1 , ξ1 (D)
Bounded KBA plans. A KBA plan ξ is bounded over BaaV
~ of schema R
~ if (a) ξ is scan-free over R
~ and (b) D
~
store D
~
has a degree bounded by a constant independent of |D|.
~ then ξ on D
~ is guaranIntuitively, if ξ is bounded over D,
teed to access a bounded amount of data.

~ and construct
same KV system. Zidian helps users design R
~ based on an analysis of historical query patterns. Users
D,
~ to cover all the attributes of D, and then
may opt to build D
~ to cover sedrop D entirely. Alternatively, they may pick D
~ small. When D
~ is in place,
lected attributes only, and keep D
~
Zidian incrementally maintains D in response to updates.
(2) At the top (M1), Zidian allows users to pose conventional
SQL queries Q on relational database D. It checks whether
~ If so, it passes Q to M2
Q can be answered in BaaV store D.
(see below); otherwise, Zidian identifies sub-queries of Q that
~ passes them to M2, and processes
can be answered on D,
the rest of Q using the existing SQL layer directly.
(3) Zidian extends existing SQL layer to generate KBA plans ξ
~
for queries Q that can be answered in available BaaV store D
~ or bounded over
(M2). It identifies Q that is scan-free over R
~ and guarantees to generate scan-free and bounded KBA
D,
plans for such queries, respectively. For queries Q that are
~ Zidian identifies
not scan-free but can be answered over R,
sub-queries of Q that are scan-free and generates KBA plans
for Q with scan-free sub-plans for such sub-queries.
(4) Upon receiving a KBA plan ξ, Zidian generates a parallel KBA plan ξp by parallelizing ξ (M3). It guarantees the
~
following: (a) parallel scalability, (b) if ξ is scan-free over R,
~ then
then ξp scans no table, and (c) if ξ is bounded over D,
ξp incurs bounded communication cost. It also retains the
horizontal scalability of existing SQL-over-NoSQL systems.

5.2

Fundamental Problems

Scan-free and bounded SQL queries. As will be seen
shortly, Zidian aims to take as input SQL queries Q posed on
~
a database D of relational schema R, and answer Q over D
~ where D
~ is the mapping of D on R.
~
of BaaV schema R,
We say that an SQL query Q over R can be answered over
~ if it has a KBA plan ξ over R
~ i.e., for any instance D of R,
R
~
Q(D) = ξ(D). An SQL query Q over R is scan-free over BaaV
~ if it has a scan-free KBA plan over R.
~ Similarly,
schema R
~
we define bounded SQL queries over BaaV store D.

We next study fundamental problems underlying module
M1 of Zidian. We will study problems associated with M2,
M3 and M4 in Sections 6, 7 and 8, respectively.
Given an SQL query Q posed on a database D of schema R,
Zidian checks whether Q can be answered in the BaaV store
~ of schema R
~ (module M1). The need for this is evident
D
~
when R covers only those attributes selected by users.
~ is result preserving for query Q over R if
We say that R
~ such that for any database
there exists a KBA plan ξ over R
~ = Q(D), where D
~ is the mapping of D on R.
~
D of R, ξ(D)
~ is result preservA special case is data preserving, when R
ing for all SQL queries over R. Intuitively, a data preserving
~ preserves all information of D in its mapping D
~ on R.
~
R

5. SQL-OVER-NOSQL WITH BAAV

Below we characterize the data preservability and result
preservability, based on which Zidian implements M1.

In this section we show how to improve existing SQL-overNoSQL systems using BaaV. Below we first propose Zidian,
a middleware framework that extends the SQL-over-NoSQL
architecture with BaaV (Section 5.1). We then study some
fundamental problems underlying Zidian (Sections 5.2).

(1) Data preservability. Condition (I) below gives a char~ is a BaaV
acterization, where R is a database schema and R
~
~
~
schema; pk(R) denotes the primary key of R, and att(R)
~
denotes the set of all attributes of R; similarly for att(R).

5.1

~ ∈ R
~ such
For each relation R ∈ R, there exists a KV schema R
~ R),
~ where clo(R,
~ R)
~ is inductively defined as:
that att(R) = clo(R,

Zidian: SQL-over-NoSQL with BaaV

As shown in Fig. 1b, Zidian is built on top of the KV storage
of the SQL-over-NoSQL architecture, and extends it with
support of the BaaV model. By deploying Zidian over existing SQL-over-NoSQL systems, BaaV speeds up SQL query
answering, without modifying the KV storage.
More specifically, Zidian extends SQL-over-NoSQL with
four major modules M1–M4 shown in Fig. 1b, as follows.
~
(1) At the bottom (M4), Zidian maintains a BaaV store D,
which is mapped from a conventional database D of schema R
~ BaaV store D
~ is physically stored in the
to a BaaV schema R.

Condition (I): Data preservability

~ ⊆ clo(R,
~ R);
~ and
(1) att(R)
~ ′ ) ⊆ clo(R,
~ R)
~ for R
~ ′ ∈ R,
~ then att(R
~ ′ ) ⊆ clo(R,
~ R).
~
(2) if pk(R

Theorem 1: Condition (I) is a sufficient and necessary
~ to be data preserving for R.
condition for R
~ 1 of Example 3 is data preservExample 4: BaaV schema R
~ 1)
~
)=clo(NATION, R
ing for R1 by Condition (I): att(NATION
~
~
=att(NATION); similarly for SUPPLIER
, PARTSUPP
.
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Complexity. Based on Theorem 1, Zidian checks whether BaaV
~ is data preserving for R in O(|R||R|
~ 2 )-time, where
schema R
|R| is the number of attributes in R (see [2] for details).
Remark. Theorem 1 shows that KBA is relationally complete:
any SQL query Q on D can be exactly answered by trans~ such that Q(D) = ξ(D)
~
forming it to a KBA plan ξ on D
if the KBA schema is data preserving. One can verify by
contradiction that if any operator is dropped from KBA, it
can no longer ensure the relational completeness.
~
(2) Result preservability. We next characterize when R
is result preserving for Q over R. We first study SPC queries,
and then extend to RAaggr (RA with group-by aggregates).
The characterization uses the following notations.
(1) Denote by min(Q) the minimal equivalent query of SPC
query Q. Informally, min(Q) is obtained from Q by removing
all redundant relations (see [3] for details). For example, for
Q = πA (R1 (A, B) ✶ R2 (A, B)) where R1 and R2 rename
relation R(A, B), either R1 or R2 could be removed without
changing answers to Q. For an SPC query Q, there exists a
unique minimal equivalent query up to isomorphism [3].
Q
(2) Denote by XR
the set of attributes of relation R that appear in selection/join predicates or the final projection of Q.
Condition (II) below characterizes the whether BaaV
~ is result preserving for SPC query Q over R.
schema R

Condition (II): Result preservability
For each relation R in the minimal equivalent query min(Q) of
~ ∈R
~ such that X min(Q) ⊆ clo(R,
~ R).
~
SPC Q, there exists R
R

Extending to RAaggr . We next consider RAaggr queries, which
extend RA with additionally a group-by aggregate operator:
group by(Q, X, agg1 (V1 ), . . . , aggm (Vm )),
where (a) Q is an RA query, (b) X is a set of attributes
for group-by, (c) aggi is one of aggregates max, min, count,
SUM
Sm, avg, and (d) V1 , . . . , Vm are attributes such that X ∪
i=1 {aggi (Vi )} forms the output relation of Q [3].
When it comes to RAaggr queries, result preservability is
beyond reach: it is undecidable. Indeed, it is undecidable to
check whether an RAaggr query is satisfiable (cf. [3]), which
can be readily reduced to the result preservability problem.
Not all is lost. Condition (II) provides us with an effective
~ is result preserving. It
syntax of RAaggr queries for which R
uses max SPC sub-queries. A max SPC sub-query Qs of an
RAaggr Q is a sub-query of Q such that Qs is an SPC and no
other SPC sub-query Q′s of Q includes Qs as a sub-query.
~ is result preserving for RAaggr
Theorem 3: BaaV schema R
~
Q if and only if Q is equivalent to an RAaggr Q′ such that R
is result preserving for every max SPC sub-query of Q′ .
Theorem 3 assures that we can focus on RAaggr queries
~ This
whose max SPC sub-queries can be answered over R.
does not lose expressive power, since such RAaggr queries can
~ is result preserving, up
express all RAaggr queries for which R
to equivalence. Moreover, such RAaggr queries can be effectively checked by employing algorithms for checking the result
preservability of SPC queries outlined above. Hence Zidian
handles generic RAaggr (SQL) queries based on Theorem 3.

6. SCAN-FREE DATA ACCESS
Theorem 2: Condition (II) is a sufficient and necessary
~ to be result preserving for SPC query Q.
condition for R
Example 5: Continuing with Example 3, consider SPC query
Q′1 that is simply Q1 without the final group-by operation;
i.e., Q′1 is πPS.suppkey,PS.supplycost σC (N×S×PS), where N, S and PS
are short for NATION, SUPPLIER and PARTSUPP, respectively;
condition C is N.name = “GERMANY” ∧ N.nationkey =
S.nationkey∧ S.suppkey = PS.suppkey. Consider BaaV schema
~ ′1 , which is derived from R
~ 1 by replacing PARTSUPP
~
R
with
′
~
PARTSUPP
hsuppkey, (partkey, supplycost)i.
~ 1, R
~ ′1 is not data preserving for R1 by Condition
Unlike R
~
(I). However, R′1 is result preserving for Q′1 by Condition (II).
′
Q′
~
Indeed, Q′1 is a minimal SPC and XPS1 = clo(PARTSUPP
,
′
′
Q1
Q1
′
~
R1 ) = {suppkey, supplycost}; similarly for X
and X .
S

N

Consider SPC Q2 = πPS.suppkey,PS.supplycost σC ′ (N × S × PS ×
PS′ ), where PS′ renames PARTSUPP and C ′ = C ∧ PS.availqty
Q2
= PS′ .availqty. Then XPS
= {suppkey, supplycost, availqty}
′
′
~
~
6⊆ clo(PARTSUPP , R1 ). However, min(Q2 ) = Q′1 . Hence
′
min(Q )
~ ′1 ) and similarly for X min(Q2
~
,R
XPS 2 = clo(PARTSUPP
N
min(Q2 )
′
~
and XS
. Thus, R1 is also result preserving for Q2 .
This justifies query minimization in Condition (II).
~ is result
Complexity. It is NP-complete to decide whether R
preserving for an SPC query Q. Indeed, it is intractable to
find the minimal equivalent query min(Q) of Q, a.k.a. SPC
minimization [3]. Nonetheless, several effective algorithms for
SPC minimization are already in place (see e.g., [3]). Employing one of these algorithms, Zidian checks result preservability
~ 2 )-time, where
based on Condition (II) in O(Tmin (Q) + |Q||R|
Tmin (Q) is the time for minimizing Q (see [2] for details).

In this section we study problems underlying module M2
of Zidian. We first characterize SQL queries posed on database
D that are scan-free or bounded over the corresponding BaaV
~ (Section 6.1). We then show how Zidian generates
store D
KBA plans, which are guaranteed scan-free (resp. bounded)
for scan-free (resp. bounded) queries (Section 6.2).

6.1

Deciding Scan-Free Queries

We develop a sufficient and necessary condition for query
~ of R. Again
Q over R to be scan-free over BaaV mapping R
we start with SPC, and then extend the study to RAaggr .
The idea is to check (a) whether attributes that are needed
~ using scan-free plans,
for answering Q can be retrieved from R
and (b) whether their combinations are preserved. For (a), we
~ of all attributes in Q that can be redefine a set GET(Q, R)
~ with scan-free plans, referred to as retrievable
trieved from R
~ of sets of
~ For (b), we define a set VC(Q, R)
attributes over R.
~
attributes in GET(Q, R) whose combinations can be verified.
~ Let X Q be the set of
Retrievable attributes GET(Q, R).
C
attributes A in selection conditions in Q of the form A = c for
~ inductively:
a constant c. The rules below define GET(Q, R)
Q
~
(a) X ⊆ GET(Q, R);
C

~ and A = B by the selection condition
(b) if A ∈ GET(Q, R)
~
C of Q via equality transitivity, then B ∈ GET(Q, R);
~
~
~
~
(c) if X ⊆ GET(Q, R), RhX, Y i ∈ R, then Y ⊆ GET(Q, R).
~ contains nothing else.
The set GET(Q, R)
~ starts with constant attributes X Q
Intuitively, GET(Q, R)
C
in Q, and recursively propagates them to other attributes
~ possibly using ↑ and ✶ to form key
via extension ∝ over R,
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~ is result preserving for Q, then for any
attributes for ∝. If R
~ contains all attributes of Q such
database D of R, GET(Q, R)
that their values in D needed for computing Q(D) can be
~ of D via scan-free plans.
fetched from the BaaV mapping D
~ The set GET(Q, R)
~
Verifiable combinations VC(Q, R).
~
identifies attributes of Q whose values can be fetched from R
using scan-free plans. To answer Q, however, not only these
values but also their combinations may have to be preserved.
~ of attributes
To do this, we define a collection VC(Q, R)
~
sets in GET(Q, R) such that their value combinations in D
of R can be checked using scan-free access plans over the
~ of D. Denote by R
~ Q those KV schemas in R
~
mapping D
~
whose attributes are all contained in GET(Q, R), i.e.,
~ Q = {S
~∈R
~ | attr(S)
~ ⊆ GET(Q, R)}.
~
R

The class of RAaggr queries Q′ described in Theorem 5
makes an effective syntax for all scan-free RAaggr queries over
~ It covers all scan-free RAaggr queries up to equivalence, and
R.
can be effectively checked by employing the checking algorithms for scan-free SPC queries. Based on this, Zidian checks
whether an RAaggr (SQL) query is scan-free. For instance, Q1
~ ′1 of Example 5.
of Example 3 is in this class w.r.t. R
Bounded queries. As an immediate corollary of Theorem 5,
given an RAaggr query Q over a database D, Zidian decides
~ as
whether Q is bounded over the corresponding BaaV store D
follows: check (a) whether Q is scan-free, and (b) whether for
~ ≤ c,
each relation R in each max SPC sub-query of Q, deg(D)
~ is the BaaV mapping of
where c is a predefined bound, and D
instance D of R in D. If so, it concludes that Q is bounded.

Then (recall clo() from Condition (I) of Section 5.2):
~ = {clo(S,
~ R
~ Q) | S
~∈R
~ Q }.
VC(Q, R)

6.2

We next characterize scan-free SPC queries Q in terms of

~ Consider query Q defined over a database schema
VC(Q, R).

~ of R. Recall the notion of
R, and the BaaV mapping R
minimal equivalent queries min(Q) from Section 5.2.
Condition (III): scan-free evaluability
For each relation R in the minimal equivalent query min(Q) of Q,
~ such that X min(Q) ⊆ W .
there exists a set W ∈ VC(min(Q), R)
R

Theorem 4: Condition (III) is a sufficient and necessary
condition for SPC Q to be scan-free over R.
~ 1 from Examples 5 and 3, reExample 6: Recall Q′1 and R
~ 1 since Condition (III)
spectively. Query Q′1 is scan-free over R
~ 1 ) = {N.name, N.nationkey,
holds: min(Q′1 ) = Q′1 , GET(Q′1 , R
Q′

S.nationkey, S.suppkey, PS.suppkey, PS.supplycost}, XN 1

=

Q′1

{N.name, N.nationkey}, XPS = {PS.supplycost, PS.suppkey},
′
′
Q′
~ 1 ) = {X Q1 , X Q1 ,
X 1 = {S.nationkey, S.suppkey}, VC(Q′1 , R
S
Q′

N

PS

XS 1 }. Indeed, ξ1′ of Example 3 is a scan-free plan for Q′1 .
~ ′1 and Q2 from Example 5. One can verify
Similarly, recall R
′
~ ′1 .
that both Q1 and Q2 are also scan-free over R
Complexity. It is NP-complete to check whether an SPC Q is
~ (see [2] for a proof). This said, based on Conscan-free over R
dition (III), Zidian makes use of existing efficient algorithms
for SPC minimization (e.g., [3]) to check scan-free queries
~ R|
~ + |Q|))-time, where Tmin (Q) is the
in O(Tmin (Q) + |Q||R|(|
cost of minimizing Q. It minimizes Q to min(Q), computes
~ in O(|R|(|
~ R|+|Q|))-time,
~
VC(min(Q), R)
and checks for each
min(Q)
~
R in Q whether XR
⊆ W for some W ∈ VC(min(Q), R).
Extending to RAaggr . For RAaggr queries, it is not surprising
that it is undecidable to check whether an RAaggr query Q
~ It involves checking
over R is scan-free over BaaV schema R.
~ and the query
whether Q is equivalent to a scan-free query Q,
equivalence problem is undecidable (cf. [3]).
Effective syntax. Nonetheless, below we provide an effective
syntax for scan-free RAaggr queries. Recall the notion of SPC
sub-query of max RAaggr queries from Section 5.2.
~ if and
Theorem 5: An RAaggr query Q is scan-free over R
only if Q is equivalent to an RAaggr Q′ such that every max
~
SPC sub-query of Q′ is scan-free over R.

Generating Scan-Free KBA Plans

We next present an algorithm for generating KBA query
~ and an
plans for user queries. Consider a BaaV schema R
~ is result
SQL query Q over database schema R such that R
preserving for Q. Zidian generates a KBA plan ξQ for Q over
~ such that ξQ is scan-free (resp. bounded) when Q is scanR,
free (resp. bounded) by the effective syntax above.
~ Zidian adopts a chase-based
To generate ξQ for Q over R,
approach [3] following [17, 14], outlined as follows.
(1) Zidian first generates a conventional RAaggr plan ξQ for Q
over R. Note that leaf nodes of ξQ are relations in Q.
(2) Zidian then replaces all leaf nodes of ξQ with KBA plans.
More specifically, it generates a sequence ℓ of applications
~ and VC(Q, R)
~ (Secof the rules for computing GET(Q, R)
~
tion 6.1), referred to as a chasing sequence for Q and R.
While there are possibly many chasing sequences for Q and
~ and VC(Q, R)
~
~ they all converge at the same GET(Q, R)
R,
(see Theorem 6 and [2]). Moreover, for each leaf node R in ξQ
Q
~ (recall Condition
such that XR
⊆ W for some W ∈ VC(Q, R)
(III)), there exists a sub-sequence ℓR of ℓ that “proves” this.
Such a proof yields a scan-free KBA plan that fetches R for
Q, by interpreting steps in ℓR as either ∝ or ✶.
~ then there must exist leaf
(3) If Q is not scan-free over R,
Q
~
nodes R in ξQ such that XR
6⊆ W for all W ∈ VC(Q, R).
~ ∈ R
~ such that
For such relations R, there must exist R
Q
~ R)
~ by Condition (II) since R
~ is result preserving
XR
⊆ clo(R,
~
for Q. Zidian simply replaces such R in ξQ with R.
~ 1 and ξ1 from Example 3. Zidian
Example 7: Recall Q1 , R
~ 1 as follows.
generates the KBA plan ξ1 for Q1 over R
(a) It first generates an RAaggr plan (ξ0 in Fig. 5 of [2]) for Q1 .
~ 1:
(b) It then generates a chasing sequence ℓ for Q3 over R
rule (c) of GET
2 rule
(1) of clo for VC
1 rule (a) of GET
(∅,∅) 7−−−−−−−−−−−→ ({N.name},∅) 7−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
~
T1 :‘GERMANY’∝NATION

3 rule (b) of GET
(att(N),{att(N)}) 7−−−−−−−−−−−→ (att(N) ∪ {S.nationkey}{att(N)})
(c) of GET
4 rulerule
(1) of clo for VC
7−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (att(N) ∪ att(S), {att(N), att(S)})
~
T2 :T1 ∝SUPPLIER

5 rule (b) of GET
7−−−−−−−−−−−→ (att(N) ∪ att(S) ∪ {PS.suppkey}, {att(N), att(S)})
(c) of GET
6 rulerule
(1) of clo for VC
7−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (att(N) ∪ att(S) ∪ att(PS), {att(N), att(S), att(PS)}),
~
T3 :T2 ∝PARTSUPP
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where att(N) is the set consisting of all attributes in relation
schema NATION; similarly for att(S) and att(PS).
Intuitively, ℓ is essentially the trace of the computation
~ 1 ), VC(Q1 , R
~ 1 )). Initially, both of them are ∅.
of (GET(Q1 , R
~ 1 ) by rule (a) in
At step 1 , N.name is added to GET(Q1 , R
the definition of GET (Section 6.1). At step 2 , by rule (a) of
~ 1 ) by KBA plan T1
GET, N.nationkey is added to GET(Q1 , R
~
in ℓ, yielding GET(Q1 , R1 ) = att(N); i.e., step 2 encodes T1 .
~ 1 ) (Section 5.2) in the
In addition, by rule (1) of clo(Q1 , R
~
computation of VC(Q1 , R1 ), set att(N) is added to VC(Q1 ,
~ 1 ), i.e., the combination of (N.name, N.nationkey)-values can
R
~ 1 ; similarly for steps 3 – 6 in ℓ.
be verified over R
(c) It translates ℓ into KBA plans ξN , ξS and ξPS that fetch
data for N, S and PS, respectively. Specifically, ξN is the plan
T1 encoded by step 2 when it finds that XNQ1 = att(N) is
~ 1 ) (recall Condition (III)). Similarly, ξS
included in VC(Q1 , R
(resp. ξPS ) is plan T2 (resp. T3 ) encoded by step 4 (resp. 6 ).
(d) Finally, it replaces N, S and PS of ξ0 with ξN , ξS and ξPS , respectively, yielding KBA plan ξQ1 for Q1 (Fig. 5 in [2]). It optimizes ξQ1 by removing duplicated sub-plans and operations,
yielding exactly ξ1 of Example 3. Along the same lines, Zidian
~ ′1 of Example 5.
generates a similar KBA plan Q1 over R
By (2) and (3), all leaf nodes in the rewritten ξQ are
~ i.e., ξQ becomes a KBA plan.
constants or KV schemas of R,
Theorem 6: Plan ξQ (1) correctly answers query Q as
~ is result preserving for Q; and (2) it is scan-free
long as R
(resp. bounded) when Q is in the effective syntax for scan-free
~
(resp. bounded) RAaggr queries over R.
Intuitively, Theorem 6 assures that when Q is in the effective syntax of Theorem 3, Zidian always finds a correct
~ Moreover, ξQ is scan-free (resp.
KBA plan ξQ for Q over R.
bounded) if Q is scan-free (resp. bounded) by Theorem 5.

7. PARALLEL EVALUATION OVER BAAV
In this section we show how KBA plans can be executed in
parallel while guaranteeing parallel scalability and horizontal
scalability (module M3 of Zidian). We first review how query
plans are parallelized in existing SQL-over-NoSQL systems
(Section 7.1). We then propose an interleaving strategy to
parallelize KBA plans and prove the guarantees (Section 7.2).

7.1

Overview

We start with the parallel strategies of SQL-over-NoSQL
systems. We then show how Zidian parallelizes KBA plans.
Parallelization in SQL-over-NoSQL systems. An SQLover-NoSQL system typically parallelizes a sequential query
plan ξ as follows. (a) It first retrieves all relations that appear
in ξ from the storage layer. (b) Moving the data to the SQL
layer, it then executes each operator of ξ in parallel one by
one. Among the RA operators, parallelization of join is the
trickiest part. The common practice is to use parallel hash
join algorithms [31]. While there have been recent theoretical
proposals on hypercube-based, parallel hash-based multi-way
join [4, 29, 13], they still retrieve entire relations from the
underlying KV-stores and incur heavy communication cost,
the same problem that binary hash join experiences.
Parallelizing KBA plans. For a KBA plan ξ, one could follow the parallelization strategy above, i.e., (a) fetch relevant

~ (b) flatten blocks
KV instances in ξ from the BaaV-store D,
into relations and replace all ∝ operations in ξ as ✶, and
(c) execute ξ using parallel join algorithms (cf. [29, 31, 13,
4]). While this method can be directly supported by existing
SQL layers in SQL-over-NoSQL systems, it does not take
advantages of BaaV and KBA plan ξ since it still retrieves
all relevant relations. Hence, even when ξ is scan-free over
~ its parallel execution still involves costly scans.
D,
To overcome this, we propose a method to execute KBA
~ It ensures the following.
plans ξ in parallel on BaaV D.
~ the
(1) Bounded communication. If ξ is scan-free over D,
parallelized execution of ξ remains scan-free, and moreover,
~ has a bounded degree, then the parallel plan incurs
if D
bounded data access and bounded communication cost.
(2) Parallel scalability. The parallelized ξ is parallel scalable
for both computational and communication costs.
(3) Horizontal scalability. Zidian preserves the horizontal scalability of existing SQL-over-NoSQL systems, which is measured as the system I/O throughput when adding new storage
nodes. This will also be experimentally verified in Section 9.

7.2

Interleaved Parallelization

We next present our parallelization strategy, and prove its
bounded communication and parallel scalability.
As opposed to fetching the entire data needed from the
storage layer first and then executing ξ on the data by the
computing nodes, Zidian accesses data, parallelizes plan and
executes the plan in an interleaved manner to reduce data access and communication cost. Moreover, when ξ is scan-free,
it fetches data only using ∝ operations, without scan.
Zidian parallelizes operations in ξ one by one, starting from
leaf nodes. For an operation δ, Zidian parallelizes it as follows.
~1 ∝ R
~ 2 . Zidian does the following: (a) re-partition
(1) δ is R
~ 1 (intermediate results) based on key diskeyed blocks of R
~ 2 ; this is supported by, e.g., SparkSQL; (b)
tribution of R
~ 1 to storage nodes in which R
~ 2 redistribute partitions of R
sides; and (c) at each relevant storage node, retrieve only
~ 2 in D,
~ by making use of the disneeded keyed blocks of R
~ 1 as “constants”. This allows us
tributed keyed blocks of R
~ 2 without scanning it. Note that
to fetch necessary data in R
data access and parallel execution are interleaved.
(2) δ is σ, π, ✶, ∪ or −. Zidian parallelizes δ by applying
existing parallelization methods for RA operations (cf. [39,
31]). Different from (a), these do not involve data access.
~ Such operation does not appear in
(3) δ is a KV schema R.
~ then ξ is not scan-free and it
a scan-free KBA plan. If δ is R,
~ from D.
~ It is parallelized
has to scan the KV instance of R
in the same way as SQL-over-NoSQL systems.
(4) δ is ↑. Operation ↑ is used to align KV instances for
operations ∝, ∪ or −. It is executed along with their parallelization without changing the complexity asymptotically.
We denote by ξp the KBA plan ξ parallelized as above.
We next verify that the parallelized scan-free KBA plans
indeed scan no table and are parallel scalable.
Communication boundedness. We have the following.
~ ξp (a)
Proposition 7: For scan-free KBA plans ξ over D,
incurs no scans of KV instances, and (b) if ξ is bounded on
~ then it incurs bounded communication cost.
D,
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Parallel scalability. To characterize the effectiveness of
parallel processing, we adopt a criteria introduced by [30] that
has been widely used in practice. Suppose that the computing
cluster has p nodes. The complexity of a parallelized plan ξp
~ is measured by:
~ denoted by Tpar (ξp , D),
over BaaV-store D,
~
~
~
Tpar (ξp , D) = Tcomm (ξp , D) + Tcomp (ξp , D),

only AB and EF attributes are needed by Q, (b) from A = 1
and φ1 we can get related B-values and in turn, E-values by
✶B=E ; and (c) F -values are related to E-values by φ2 .
BaaV schema design. Zidian provides an algorithm (T2B)
that, given a schema R, a database D of R, a set Σ of QCS,
~ so that:
and a storage budget b, computes BaaV schema R
~
~
(a) the mapping D of D on R is no larger than b; and
~ if b ≥ |D| (size
(b) all QCS Z[X] in Σ are supported by R
of D): for any X-value, all associated Z values in the
~ and even
database D of R can be fetched from D,
without scans when b is sufficiently large.
~ is data preserving for R by Condition
When b permits, R
(I). As an added flexibility by the implementation, Zidian also
~ with suggested
exposes an interface for the users to modify R
KV schemas, allowing human-in-the-loop schema design.
We outline algorithm T2B (see full version [2] for details).
~ 0 by treating
(1) T2B first generates an initial BaaV schema R
each QCS Z[X] as a KV schema hZ, X \ Zi. For any query
~ 0.
Q abstracted by the QCS in Σ, Q is scan-free over R
~
(2) It then removes redundant KV schemas in R0 : a KV
~
~ 0 if for any query Q, Q is
schema RhZ,
Xi is redundant in R
~
~ 0 \ {R}.
~
scan-free over R0 if and only if Q is scan-free over R
~
When there exist multiple redundant KV schemas in R0 ,
algorithm T2B removes them one by one by using a ranking
function that picks the one with minimum estimated impact
~ 0.
on the efficiency of query evaluation over R
~ ′ generated
(3) If the mapping of D on the BaaV schema R
by step (2) exceeds the budget b, T2B iteratively merges KV
~ ′ to reduce the size of the mapping while keepschemas in R
~ ′ , until the size is within b. In
ing all scan-free queries over R
each iteration, T2B picks a pair of KV schemas with minimum
estimated impact on the efficiency of query evaluation.

~ and Tcomp (ξp , D)
~ are the communication
where Tcomm (ξp , D)
and computation costs incurred by the execution of ξp on
~ over p computing nodes, respectively. To simplify the
D
~ is not skewed, i.e.,
discussion, we assume w.l.o.g. that D
when parallelizing D1 ✶ D2 using hash-join over p machines,
2|
its parallel complexity is |D1p||D
[39, 31].
2
We say that a parallelized plan ξp is parallel scalable rel~ with p computing nodes,
ative to ξ if all for BaaV stores D,
~ = O(Tseq (ξ, D)/p),
~
Tpar (ρ(ξ), D)
~ is the sequential complexity of ξ over D.
~
where Tseq (ξ, D)
Intuitively, the parallel scalability measures speedup over
sequential plan ξ by parallelization. It is relative to the yardstick plan ξ. A parallel scalable ξp guarantees to reduce the
running time of ξ when more computing nodes are used.
~ is not skewed, interleaved parallel
Theorem 8: When D
plans ξp are parallel scalable relative to KBA plans ξ.
Theorem 8 shows that ξp is parallel scalable, no matter
whether it is scan-free or not. Proposition 7 assures that ξp
remains scan-free (resp. bounded) as long as ξ is scan-free
(resp. bounded) by interleaving data access and computation.
Due to the space constraint we defer the proof to [2].
Remark. While interleaved parallelization is, to some extent,
in the same spirit of operation pipelining and pushdown in
distributed databases [39], it is not easy to support them
in the existing SQL-over-NoSQL systems under the TaaV
model. Indeed, under TaaV, selection predicates and intermediate results (say, on X-attributes) cannot be efficiently
used to fetch new data in an on-demand manner to avoid excessive get invocation and scans, since X-attributes are not
a key. We view M3 as an immediate benefit of BaaV, showcasing that with BaaV, conventional advanced parallelization
methods in distributed databases can be easily adopted in
SQL-over-NoSQL, which is hard, if not impossible, with TaaV.

8.2

8. SYSTEM
We show how Zidian decides the BaaV-store for module M4
(Section 8.1) and how Zidian is implemented (Section 8.2).

8.1

Implementation

As a proof of concept, we have implemented Zidian. Below
we outline its implementation and deployment.

From TaaV to BaaV

Given a database D of schema R, Zidian first decides a BaaV
~ for D. It then maps D to R,
~ yielding BaaV store D.
~
schema R
Zidian employs QCS from historical queries. A QCS has the
form Z[X], where X and Z are sets of attributes of R and
X ⊆ Z. It extends query-column-set of e.g., AQP systems [5],
by distinguishing “known” attributes X from query-columnset Z to abstract the access patterns of query execution.
Intuitively, Z[X] is an “access pattern” of query plans. It
says that a plan often accesses attributes Z of a relation when
X-values are already known. A query Q is abstracted by a set
Σ of QCS if Q has a plan that follows the “access patterns”
of QCS in Σ (see [2] for a formal definition). For example,
query Q = πF (σA=1 R(A, B, C) ✶B=E S(E, F, G)) could be
abstracted as two QCS φ1 = AB[A] and φ2 = EF [E] since (a)

Realizing BaaV. A keyed block (k, B) is realized in Zidian
by encapsulating the block B of tuples as a single value. In
this way, keyed blocks, and hence KV instances under BaaV,
can be supported by all existing KV storage systems.
If B of a keyed block (k, B) has size above a threshold
s, Zidian breaks (k, B) into multiple smaller keyed blocks
such that each block does not exceed s. The decomposed
blocks share the same X-values but are assigned with distinct
internal ID segments appended to X; they logically appear
as one keyed block. In Zidian, each relation is controlled by
an individual threshold (500MB by default).
Note that conventional TaaV stores are a special case of
BaaV stores since a KV instance under TaaV essentially consists of keyed blocks with block size threshold set to 1 tuple.
Remark. Modern KV storage systems support complex values
and multi-map data abstraction. Because of this, keyed blocks
and BaaV-stores can be supported by them without any modification. We position BaaV as an alternative model for storing
relations using existing KV systems, to unleash their flexibility and performance that the TaaV model has not explored.
Modules. Zidian supports all modules (M1 – M4) of Fig. 1b.
More specifically, we have implemented algorithms, all in
~ is data preserving
C++, for Zidian to (a) check whether R
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Table 2: Case study: Q1 of Example 3 (Exp-1)
time (s)
#data
#get
comm (MB)

SoH

SoHZidian SoK

SoC

SoCZidian

1.3×102
5.2×108
1.0×108
4.6×102

12.4
8.4×106
5.2×104
16.7

88.1
5.2×108
1.0×108
4.5×102

9.9
8.4×106
5.2×104
15.7

SoKZidian
40.5
5.4
5.2×108 8.4×106
8
1.0×10 5.2×104
4.5×102 15.4

for R (based on the proof of Theorem 1 in [2]; for M1); (b)
~ an input SQL
check whether over the internal BaaV schema R,
query Q (i) can be answered and (ii) is scan-free (proofs of
Theorems 2, 4 in [2]; for M1); (c) generate a KBA plan ξ for
~ (Section 6.2; for M2); (d) parallelize ξ (Section 7;
Q over R
proof of Theorem 8 in [2]; for M3); (e) generate the BaaV
~ (T2B in Section 8.1 and [2]; for M4).
schema R
Zidian also includes a module to map database D of R to
~ generated in M4 (following Section 4.1), yielding BaaVR
~ In addition, it monitors changes to D and keeps D
~
store D.
up-to-date. In response to updates ∆, e.g., tuple insertions
~ in O(|∆| ·
and deletions to D, Zidian incrementally updates D
~
~
deg(D))-time, independent of the size of D and D, where |∆|
~ is the degree of D
~ (see [2]).
is the size of ∆ and deg(D)
These modules are all platform independent in the sense
that their implementation works with all KV storage systems.
Deploying Zidian. To deploy Zidian for a SQL-over-NoSQL
combination, an adapter is needed for Zidian to connect to the
underlying KV system (i.e., the NoSQL part), by carrying
out KBA plans with the latter. It is platform dependent since
it involves interactions with the KV storage.
This can typically be realized by implementing KBA operations using connectors of the KV systems for SQL layers atop
them, so that we do not need to directly translate KBA plans
into low-level get sequences. For instance, to deploy Zidian
for SparkSQL-over-HBase [7], we simply extend the SparkSQL (Spark) connector of HBase to interpret KBA plans
as RDD operations. Similarly, Zidian can be deployed for
SparkSQL-over-Kudu [1] and SparkSQL-over-Cassandra [6].
Added functionality. Zidian extends SQL-over-NoSQL systems with unique features offered by the BaaV model.
(1) Compression. BaaV allows data compression for keyed
blocks. More specifically, when mapping an instance I of
schema R(X, Y, Z) to a KV instance I~ of KV schema hX, Y i
~ B consists of
under BaaV, for each keyed block (k, B) in I,
distinct Y -values only, where each ȳ ∈ B is attached with a
counter c that records the multiplicity of (k, ȳ) in I.
(2) Statistics. Zidian also maintains group-by statistics aggregated over keyed blocks to speed up aggregate queries. For
each keyed block (k, B) of KV schema hX, Y i, it records the
min, max, sum and avg of numeric attributes in B. We find
such statistics useful for aggregate queries grouped by X.

9. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
Using benchmark and real-life datasets, we conducted four
sets of experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of Zidian
to improve existing SQL-over-NoSQL for (1) overall performance, (2) ability to reduce scans, (3) parallel scalability and
communication reduction, and (4) KV workload performance.
Experimental settings. We start with the settings.
Benchmark. We used TPC-H benchmark [42] and tested its
22 built-in benchmark queries. We generated 8 relations with
61 attributes of different scales using TPC-H dbgen.

Table 3: Average time (s): 128GB, 8 workers
SoH
SoHZidian
MOT 3.3×103 1.4
AIRCA 1.0×103 1.1
TPC-H 1.5×103 96.1

SoK

SoKZidian
4.3×102 0.3
1.2×102 0.4
1.9×102 52.2

SoC

SoCZidian

7.6×102 0.3
1.8×103 0.4
3.1×102 1.2×102

Real-life datasets. We also used two real-life datasets.
(a) UK MOT data (MOT) integrates anonymized UK MOT
tests data [23] and roadside survey of vehicle observations [24]
on the UK road network. It has 3 tables with 42 attributes,
about 16GB of data records from 2007 to 2011.
(b) US Air carriers (AIRCA) records flight statistics of US air
carriers. It consists of Flight On-Time Performance Data [44]
and Carrier Statistic data [45]. It has 7 tables, 358 attributes,
and about 32 GB of data for records from 1987 to 2001.
To test scalability, we scaled up both real-life datasets up to
128GB by populating tuples with values from active domains.
Queries. We designed a generator to produce queries with
varying structures over the two real-life datasets. We manually created 12 query templates for each dataset with 1 to 3
joins. The generator populates these templates by randomly
instantiating their parameters with values from the datasets,
yielding 36 queries for each real-life datasets.
BaaV schema. We extracted 8, 8 and 64 KV schemas for
MOT, AIRCA and TPC-H queries, respectively, from QCS de-

rived from their historical execution plans using algorithm
T2B (Section 8.1; the storage budget is set to 3.5 times of
the size of the datasets). Over them, for each real-life dataset,
query templates q1 – q6 are scan-free and q7 – q12 are not;
q1 – q6 are also bounded on both datasets since the relevant
KV instances have stable and bounded degrees. For TPC-H
queries, q2 , q3 , q5 , q7 , q8 , q10 , q11 , q12 , q17 , q19 and q21 are scanfree but are not bounded since TPC-H datasets have large and
varying degrees; all other TPC-H queries are not scan-free because they simply aggregate over (ranges of) entire datasets.
The KV schemas are result preserving for all these queries.
The BaaV schemas and real-life queries are reported in [2].
Systems. We implemented Zidian and deployed it on
top of three baselines: (a) SparkSQL-over-HBase(SoH),
(b) SparkSQL-over-Kudu(SoK) and (c) SparkSQL-overCassandra (SoC) using Spark v2.3.3, HBase v2.0.5, Kudu
v1.9.0 and Cassandra v3.0.17. We denote SoH, SoK and SoC
with Zidian as SoHZidian , SoKZidian and SoCZidian , respectively.
Configuration. The experiments were conducted on a cluster
of 12 Amazon EC2 m4.2xlarge instances, with 32GB of
memory, 8 vCPUs and 500GB of SSD for each instance. Each
instance works as both a computing node and a storage node,
All the tests were run 3 times. The average is reported here.
Experimental Results. We next report our findings.
Exp-1: Overall performance. We first evaluated the overall performance. Using a cluster of 8 EC2 instances, we compared the (a) evaluation time (time), (b) total number of values accessed (#data), (c) number of get invocations (#get)
and (d) size of total data shipped (comm) of all systems.
Case study. We first report the results of Q1 of Example 3
over TPC-H of 128GB in Table 2, for which SoHZidian , SoKZidian
and SoCZidian used the KBA plan generated in Example 7.
Here Zidian speeds up SoH, SoK and SoC by 10.8, 7.5 and 8.8
times, respectively. With Zidian, all three systems access 62.1
times less data, invoke 2×103 times fewer get requests, and
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Figure 3: Impact of scans: 1 worker (Exp-2)
incur about 28 times less communication than without Zidian.
This verifies the effectiveness of BaaV and Zidian.
Overall results. The evaluation time on TPC-H of 128GB
and the expanded MOT and AIRCA (128GB) are reported in
Table 3 (see Tables 4–15 in [2] for evaluation time, #data,
#get and comm of each individual query on all datasets).
(1) SoHZidian , SoKZidian and SoCZidian outperform SoH, SoK and
SoC, respectively, for each and every query on all the datasets.
The speedup ratio of SoHZidian over SoH is 2.9×103 , 1.0×103
and 46.1 times on MOT, AIRCA and TPC-H on average, respectively, up to 4.1×103 , 1.3×103 and 5.3×102 times. Similarly,
on average Zidian improves SoK by 2.0×103 , 3.3×102 and 11.6
times, up to 3.7×103 , 5.1×102 and 1.1×102 times, respectively;
over SoC the speedup ratio on average is 3.0×103 , 5.4×103
and 11.6 times, up to 5.7×103 , 9.3×103 and 24.1 times.
(2) For scan-free (bounded) queries for MOT and AIRCA, on
average Zidian improves SoH by 2.9×103 and 1.1×103 times,
respectively, up to 4.1×103 and 1.3×103 times; similarly, it
speeds up SoK by 2.1×103 and 3.5×102 times on average, up
to 3.7×103 and 5.1×102 times, and improves SoC by 4.3×103
and 7.4×103 times, up to 5.7×103 and 9.3×103 times.
For scan-free (unbounded) TPC-H queries, Zidian speeds up
SoH, SoK and SoC by 71.4, 17.4 and 6.1 times on average,
respectively, up to 5.6×102 , 1.1×102 and 24.1 times.
For non scan-free MOT, AIRCA and TPC-H queries, the
average speedup over SoH is 2.8×103 , 8.6×102 and 20.9 times,
respectively, up to 3.8×103 , 1.2×103 and 1.1×102 times; the
numbers for SoK (resp. SoC) are 2.0×103 , 3.1×102 , 5.8 (resp.
1.7×103 , 3.4×103 , 5.5) times on average, up to 3.7×103 ,
4.4×102 , 24.6 (resp. 2.1×103 , 5.4×103 , 21.4) times.
Observation. The speedup on scan-free TPC-H queries is not
as substantial as on MOT and AIRCA. This is because TPC-H
generates skew-free datasets using uniform data distributions [21], and most of their attribute values are distinct. As
a consequence, the degrees of KV instances (Section 4) under
BaaV are mostly either 1 (the same as under TaaV) or almost
as large as the relation size. Thus KBA plans over such skewless TPC-H datasets under BaaV are often similar to plans under TaaV. In contrast, both real-life datasets MOT and AIRCA
are quite skewed. Hence, under BaaV, KV instances for MOT
and AIRCA have reasonable degrees and benefit better from
KBA plans. Moreover, many attributes of MOT and AIRCA
have small active domains due to skewness, on which the
compression and statistic features of Zidian are more effective.
Exp-2: Scan-free evaluation. To see why Zidian improves
the performance, we studied the impact of scans. Using 1
EC2 instance (to exclude the impact of communication) and
varying the datasets from 1GB to 16GB (we varied the size
of MOT and AIRCA by partitioning on date attributes), we
tested the evaluation time of all systems.

The results for scan-free (s.f.) and non scan-free (non s.f.)
MOT queries are reported in Figures 3a and 3b, respectively;
the results for non scan-free and scan-free TPC-H (all are un-

bounded) are in Figures 3c and 3d, respectively. See Figure 6
in [2] for AIRCA results (similar to the results on MOT).
(1) SoHZidian is 2.0×102 and 1.4×102 times faster than SoH for
bounded and non scan-free MOT queries, respectively; and
the speedup is 1.1×102 and 88.5 (resp. 2.2×103 and 9.3×102 )
times over SoK (resp. SoC), respectively. For scan-free but unbounded and non scan-free TPC-H queries on 16GB of data,
the speedup is 39.0 and 9.4 times over SoH, 5.9 and 3.0 times
over SoK, and 5.3 and 3.0 times over SoC, respectively. Zidian
improves scan-free queries better than non scan-free ones by
avoiding scans. It also improves non scan-free queries as they
contain many scan-free subqueries. These verify that scan
inflicts a large cost on query time for SQL-over-NoSQL and
Zidian effectively improves that with scan-free (sub)queries.
Note that HBase (SoH) is the slowest among the three.
(2) The evaluation time of bounded queries by SoHZidian is
indifferent to |D|: 0.7 seconds on 1GB and 0.7 seconds on
16GB of MOT, while SoH increases from 12.9 seconds to
1.2×102 seconds; similarly for SoKZidian and SoCZidian . This
verifies that with BaaV, bounded queries can be answered
by using a bounded amount of data regardless of |D|.
Exp-3: Parallel scalability and communication cost.
We also find that Zidian guarantees parallel scalability and
reduces the communication cost of SQL-over-NoSQL systems,
in addition to efficiency improvement with the BaaV model.
Varying p. Using 32 GB of each of MOT, AIRCA and TPC-H,
we varied the number p of workers (EC2 instances) from 4 to
12, and tested the evaluation time and total data shipment
of all systems. The results over MOT and TPC-H are shown
in Figures 4a–4d (see Figures 7a–7b in [2] for AIRCA results).
(1) Zidian consistently speeds up SoH, SoK and SoC in all cases.
On average, SoHZidian is 5.5×102 , 1.6×102 and 10.9 times faster
than SoH over MOT, AIRCA and TPC-H, respectively, up to
1.2×103 , 3.6×102 and 1.9×102 times. The speedup is 6.3×102 ,
95.3 and 5.5 on average for SoK, up to 1.9×103 , 2.1×102 and
45.7 times respectively, and 1.0×103 , 1.2×103 and 4.9 times
for SoC, up to 2.5×103 , 2.4×103 and 15.5 times, respectively.
(2) Moreover, Zidian reduces total communication cost of SoH,
SoK and SoC. The total communication of SoHZidian accounts
for 0.03%, 0.15% and 22.7% of that of SoH over MOT, AIRCA
and TPC-H, respectively; similarly for SoK and SoC.
(3) Zidian does not hamper the scalability of SoH, SoK and
SoC: they all scale well with p. Varying p from 4 to 12, the
evaluation time of SoHZidian improves by 2.0, 2.5 and 2.2 times
on MOT, AIRCA and TPC-H, respectively, while it is 2.5, 2.8
and 2.6 times for SoH. The improvements for SoKZidian vs.
SoK and SoCZidian vs. SoC are similar. The running time of
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Figure 4: Parallel scalability and communication cost (Exp-3)
SoH improves slightly better than with Zidian when increasing
p since the evaluation time of SoHZidian is much smaller and
hence system initialization overhead of its underlying SoH
plays a larger role in the performance of SoHZidian when adding
workers; similarly for SoK and SoC.

Varying |D|. Fixing p = 8, we varied the size |D| of the
datasets from 8GB to 128GB, and evaluated all systems. The
results over MOT and TPC-H are reported in Figures 4e–4h
(see Figures 7c–7d in [2] for results over AIRCA).
(1) Consistent with the results above, Zidian improves SoH,
SoK, SoC in efficiency and communication cost in all cases.
(2) All systems, with or without Zidian, scale well with |D|. On
average SoHZidian takes 1.4, 1.1 and 96.1 seconds for queries on
128GB of MOT, AIRCA and TPC-H, respectively. In contrast,
SoH takes 3.4×103 , 1.0×103 and 1.6×103 seconds in the same
setting; similarly for SoKZidian vs. SoK and SoCZidian vs. SoC.
Moreover, with Zidian the evaluation time of scan-free queries
of all systems decreases slower than that of non scan-free
queries, justifying the benefit of BaaV and scan-free queries.
(3) The communication of SoHZidian for bounded queries is
consistently about 0.33MB and 0.25MB, respectively, for
bounded MOT and AIRCA queries when |D| varies from
8GB to 128GB, while SoH increases from 2.8×102 MB to
4.6×103 MB and from 45.9MB to 8.5×102 MB. Similarly,
SoKZidian (resp. SoCZidian ) incurs stable communication.
Exp-4: Support for KV workload. We next evaluated the
impact of BaaV and Zidian on SoH, SoK and SoC for executing
key-value workload: throughput and horizontal scalability.
Throughput. We evaluated the throughput of all systems
in the same setting as Exp-1, which is measured by Tpms:
the number of values processed per ms by all workers. We
did not use # of gets/puts processed because a get under
BaaV retrieves values involving multiple gets under TaaV.
For read workload (bulk gets), we found that Zidian improves the average Tpms of SoH by 1.5, 1.4 and 1.1 times
over MOT, AIRCA and TPC-H, respectively. For write workload
(bulk puts), Tpms of SoHZidian is 67.4%, 74.1% and 90.1% of
that of SoH on MOT, AIRCA and TPC-H, respectively; similarly
for SoK and SoC. Zidian improves read throughput because
get under BaaV is more efficient than under TaaV with more
efficient get invocations. However, a put with key-value pair
(k, v) under BaaV has to process more values than under TaaV
when k already exists in the storage; so its write throughput
is a bit lower but is still comparable.

Horizontal scalability. Fixing the size of data at each worker
to 10 GB, we varied the number of workers from 4 to 12, and
tested Tpms of read and write workloads as above (see Figure 8 in [2] for results). The average throughput (Tpms) of
both SoH and SoHZidian increases almost linearly, from 5.8×102
and 7.7×102 to 1.5×103 and 1.9×103 for read, and from
2.1×102 and 1.6×102 to 5.3×102 and 4.1×102 for write, respectively; similarly for SoKZidian and SoCZidian . These verify that
Zidian retains the horizontal scalability of SoH, SoK and SoC.
Summary. We find the following. (1) On average Zidian
outperforms SoH, SoK and SoC in efficiency by 2.8×102 ,
1.7×102 and 8.1×102 times for scan-free queries, respectively,
and by 2.0×102 , 1.5×102 and 3.6×102 times for non scan-free
queries. Moreover, on average it reduces communication
cost of SoH, SoK and SoC by 1.5×103 , 2.9×103 and 4.2×103
times. (2) For bounded queries, both computation cost and
communication cost of all systems with Zidian remain stable
when datasets get larger. (3) Zidian is parallel scalable and
scales well with datasets, e.g., on average SoHZidian takes 27.7
and 65.4 seconds for scan-free and non scan-free queries on
datasets of 128GB over 8 workers, respectively, compared to
1.7×103 and 2.1×103 seconds by SoH. (4) Zidian retains the
throughput and horizontal scalability of SoH, SoK and SoC.

10.

CONCLUSION

We have proposed Zidian, a middleware to improve existing SQL-over-NoSQL systems by speeding up SQL query
answering. The novelty of the work consists of (a) BaaV,
a keyed-block model, and KBA, an extension of relational
algebra to BaaV, to reduce blind scans and communication
costs; (b) characterizations of result-preserving, scan-free and
bounded KBA queries; (c) algorithms for generating (scanfree) query plans; and (d) a parallelization strategy that guarantees the parallel scalability of parallel query processing,
preserves the scan-free (resp. bounded) property of scan-free
(resp. bounded) KBA queries, and retains the horizontal scalability of SQL-over-NoSQL systems. Our experimental study
has verified that Zidian substantially outperforms existing
SQL-over-NoSQL systems in SQL query answering.
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